TCA Embassy

The Technology Christian Association is sponsoring the "Tech Embassy" on Wednesday afternoon, April 9, in 10:20 to 4:00 p.m. Dean John E. Burchard will deliver the main address, entitled "Ends and Means," and the evening will be a tea in the Emma Rogers room. The entire program is religious in nature. After the tea the "Embassadeurs" will be entertained by the various living groups. The "Embassadeurs" will make no formal address but will engage in informal talks on the theme of Dean Burchard's talk. Students and faculty of the Institute are most cordially invited to attend.

It Happens At Other Places Too

The State College News (O. Y. State College for Teachers) reports that their Cafeteria sandwiches are really good, and "prices are still high."

Graduate students would be interested to know "that graduate study is not essential to successful engineering." At least that's what Tech News (Worcester Poly) informs us was the opinion of a panel of four practicing engineers who spoke at W.P.T. The equivalent of this study comes up in experience. It was felt, however, that graduate work does keep the student up to date with engineering advances.

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests

No. 39...THE FLYCATCHER

They had me backed up to the wall!

He's fast—he's smart—he covers ground—he's a real varietv outsider! The 'quicktrick' cigarette mildness tests were almost too hot to handle, but he didn't make an error. He realized that cigarette mildness can't be judged in slam-bang fashion.

Millions of smokers throughout America know, too, there's a thorough way to judge cigarette mildness! It's the sensible test...the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test, which simply asks you to try Camel on a day-after-day, pack-after-pack basis. No snap judgments! Once you've tried Camel for 30 days in your "T-Zone" (T for Throat, T for Taste), you'll see why...

After all the Mildness Tests...

Camel leads all other brands by billions